
You may have heard that other states are limiting the

amount of solar that can be exported in certain

locations as networks become overloaded. A way of

managing solar instead of reducing it, is through

dynamic or flexible exports.

Dynamic exports allow the network operator to

increase or decrease the amount of solar you can

export, according to the needs of the power system.

This means we can safely integrate much larger PV

systems that would generate and export more, most of

the time.

Up to the equivalent of 7 days per

month.

Export limits* will vary dynamically

between 0-10 kW/ 0-15 kW (single /

three phase).

Static export limit of at least 5 kW/ 7kW

(single / three phase).

Testing days

Non-testing days and post-trial: 

MORE SOLAR ENERGY FOR YOUR HOME OR BUSINESS

MORE SOLAR ENERGY EXPORTED WHEN NEEDED

SOLAR RESOURCE BETTER MANAGED BY THE NETWORK
OPERATOR
MORE HOSTING CAPACITY FOR FUTURE CUSTOMERS

In Alice Springs there are close to 3,000 rooftop solar systems and counting!

SUPERSIZE SOLAR
A dynamic export trial

SYSTEM SIZE
Solar systems up to 10kVA/30kVA (single/three phase)

The Supersize trial allows residents and small-medium businesses to double the size of their

solar systems while retaining an export allowance* of at least 5kW/7kW (single/three

phase). It also increases the amount your system will produce, with more solar available to

use or export all day.

DYNAMIC EXPORT

To reach the Northern Territory's goal of 50% renewable energy by 2030 we need to

increase the use of the solar capacity already available to our grid, while maintaining

balance in the system. To test how this may happen through the Solar Connect VPP, we are

allowing homes and businesses to install larger solar systems and export dynamically,

meaning participants' export allowances would change on certain days throughout the trial.

Variable export allowance up to 10kW/15kW (single/three phase)
Up to 7 trial days per month

*Export allowance subject to network and system conditions and PV penetration at the transformer.


